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that the willingness of leaders in hydrocarbon economies to manage shocks and their
impact can have a deep effect on the severity
or alleviation of those crises.
To argue that what matters most (p. 182)
is to account for the variation of outcomes,
however, seems hard to support. The panoply of economic institutional arrangements,
often cemented long before shocks occur
(as Lowi demonstrates in the earlier part of
her book), often channel and determine the
options available — particularly in hydrocarbon economies — to even those leaders
who have the best of intentions. It is difficult
to discern, even in this excellent comparative account, what precisely would allow a
country’s leadership to overcome these institutional straightjackets.
Despite this quibble, Oil Wealth and the
Poverty of Politics: Algeria Compared is a
highly recommended book for anyone interested in Algeria’s tortuous path since its
independence, in the problems of development in general, and in those of hydrocarbon economies in particular. Meticulously
researched, and broadly comparative in
scope, this book is a welcome addition both
to the study of Algeria and to the larger theoretical question that provides its focus.
Diederik Vandewalle, Department of Government, Dartmouth College

ARAB-ISRAELI
CONFLICT
The Power of Inclusive Exclusion: Anatomy of Israeli Rule in the Occupied Palestinian Territories, ed. by Adi Ophir, Michal
Givoni, and Sari Hanafi. New York: Zone
Books, 2009. 634 pages. 52 illust. $38.95.
Reviewed by Paul Beran
This collection of studies by Israeli,
Palestinian, and American social scientists
is focused on power and the Israeli military
control of Palestinian life in the Occupied
Territories since the year 2000. It emerged
from a multi-year study program called “Catastrophe in the Making,” which analyzed

the spatial realities of the Israeli occupation,
its built infrastructure, use of legal frameworks drafted and implemented by the Israeli
military on Palestinians, and the shrinking of
Palestinian physical territory and conceptual
space during the eight-year period, 20002008. The approach to the studies, whether
through analytic discussion or photographic
essay, is political, meaning that values and
power, and how both are used to further the
Israeli military occupation, are central.
The book is, at some level, about the
modalities of Israeli military control over
the land and Palestinian residents of the Occupied Territories. Debating how they can
be unwound and ended is part of many sections. The 31 chapters include ten labeled
“Occupation’s Paper Trail” and five “Photo
Dossier” — all by Ariella Azoulay. This
blending of analysis with theory, case study,
and photographic essay is a refreshing approach to what can be dense information.
The combination helps to situate the analysis of the occupation in terms of the human
disaster it continues to be for Palestinians
and its impact on ending the Israel-Palestinian conflict. The introduction to The Power
of Inclusive Exclusion provides a tidy literature review of studies that together make up
its conceptual framework.
An argument that runs throughout is that
the occupation by Israel has been, is, and
will be implemented between two poles: the
violent application of values through brute
military force and their implementation by administrative edict and bureaucratic control. No
matter the method, the authors imply that both
the political values and the power they harness
to deepen and solidify the occupation are integral to a fixed system of enduring control.
Of the many chapters, some are stellar.
“Photo Dossier I: The Architecture of Destruction” by Ariella Azoulay documents
spatial changes resulting from the Israeli
military’s “walking through walls” tactics1

1. For a discussion of the Israeli Defense
Forces (IDF) urban warfare tactics, see Eyal
Weizman, “The Art of War: Deleuze, Guattari,
Debord, and the Israel Defence Force,” August 3, 2006, http://www.metamute.org/?q=en/
node/8192.
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begun during the Second Intifada in densely populated refugee camps in the West
Bank. “Where, Where To, and When in the
Occupied Territories: An Introduction to
Geography of Disaster” by Ariel Handel is
about the shrinking of Palestinian conceptualization of life in the Occupied Territories due to the Israeli military’s constriction of movement, cantonment of land, and
creation of settlements. Whether Palestinians are living on, using, or legally claiming land is argued to be irrelevant, as they
can be turned out at any time by the violent
force or legal writ of the Israeli military.
The legal veneer of the military’s seizure
of land in the Occupied Territories and its
conversion to exclusively Israeli Jewish use
is graphically shown in “The Occupation’s
Paper Trail VII.” The bureaucratic normality of taking land is displayed by placing
land seizure orders side-by-side in Hebrew,
Arabic, and English. They appear banal,
despite their ability to create thousands of
internally displaced and refugee Palestinians.
While having much to commend, the
book is too long and its subject too broad.
At over 600 pages, in small print, and about
dense topics, too much is crammed into
one volume. The materials perhaps could
have been organized into three volumes:
theory, case studies, and applied analysis.
The book’s unwieldy size detracts from the
potency of its many useful observations.
Regrettably, this ultimately might mean
that it will not be consulted as much as
it could be as a source for social science
analysis of the Israeli military occupation.
The study also falls somewhat into a rut of
having similar themes and voices throughout. This, at times, leads one to feel that the
academic argument is less about debating
points of view and more about confirming
established ideas.
Despite its shortcomings, the book will
be useful to students and scholars of the Israel-Palestinian conflict, military occupation,
legal studies, and the role of complex bureaucracies, among others. Many of the chapters
could be used as excellent readings in courses
to highlight specific topics for discussion. Using the whole book for an introductory class
would probably be overkill.

While there are excellent chapters and
some that are not, the final one was well
placed. “Occupation as Disorientation: The
Impossibility of Borders” by Ronen Shamir,
closes with a disturbing note on the occupation’s long-term impact. The entrenching of
occupation by Israel makes fixing borders
and peace impossible. Is this a fitting end
to this collection of essays? Unfortunately,
it may be.
Dr. Paul Beran, Outreach Director, Center
for Middle Eastern Studies, Harvard University

GULF AFFAIRS
The International Relations of the
Persian Gulf, by F. Gregory Gause, III.
Cambridge, UK and New York: Cambridge
University Press, 2010. xi + 250 pages.
Maps. Tables. Index to p. 258. $85 cloth;
$29.99 paper.
Reviewed by Tom O’Donnell
In this meticulously researched book,
Professor F. Gregory Gause III tackles not
merely the origins of 9/11, but Saddam
Husayn’s decision to invade Iran, Ronald
Reagan’s decision to attack Iran in defense
of Iraq in 1987, Saddam’s decision to invade
Kuwait in 1991, George H.W. Bush’s decision to retaliate with Desert Storm and later
not to assist the Iraqi intifada, and George W.
Bush’s decision to invade Iraq in 2003. One
comes away considerably enlightened about
the events and beliefs underlying these fateful decisions. In the process, Gause has substantially raised the standard for discourse
about Persian Gulf international affairs.
Gause argues that the Gulf became a
“special security zone” as Britain’s Labor
government decided to withdraw by 1971.
He opposes “parsimonious” classical Realist balance-of-power interpretations of Gulf
affairs. Rather, Gause argues that “regional
states (act) more against perceived threats
to their own domestic stability emanating
from abroad ... ” arising from “ … the salience of transnational identities” (p. 9). The
Shah incited transnational Kurd and Shi‘i
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